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Introduction

Characteristics of software functional size measurement:

- The application of a software functional measurement method, as described within the ISO 14143 standard and COSMIC-FFP (ISO 19761), is an intellectual process carried out on a complex set of abstract artifacts
- this process includes:
  - a mapping phase between the measurement model and a model of the software,
  - and a measurement phase for the instantiation of the measurement rules to the derived model of the software to be measured
Introduction

To get a good measurement result i.e. to insure the accuracy of measurement and the repeatability of the results of measurements:
- the parameters of the “problem” need to be clearly identified,
- adequately interpreted,
- then and only then the “problem” can be solved
- using appropriate rules.

The following figure presents the measurer’s cognitive path for solving the “problem”:
Expert system

The Encyclopedia Britannica Online gives the following definition of an expert system:

"An advanced computer program (instructions set) that mimics the knowledge and reasoning capabilities of an expert in a particular discipline. Its programmers strive to clone the expertise of one or several human specialists to create a tool that can be used by the layperson to solve difficult or ambiguous problems. A chief advantage of expert systems is their low cost compared with the expense of paying an expert or team of specialists."
Generic Design of an Expert System

User

User interface may employ:
- question-and-answer,
- menu-driven,
- natural language, or
- graphics interface styles

Knowledge-base editor

Inference engine

Explanation subsystem

General knowledge base

Case-specific data
Knowledge Modeling

Van Heijst suggests the following approach for building a knowledge model:

- Construct a task model for the diagnostic tool;
- Select and configure appropriate ontology, and, if necessary, refine them;
- Map the application ontology onto the knowledge roles in the task model;
- Instantiate the application ontology with domain knowledge.
Task model of COSMICXpert

- Entering a keyword
- Searching a topological concept
- Choosing topological concepts
- Giving priority to topological concepts
- Choosing case problems
- Giving priority to the case problems
- Finding case problems
- Showing themes (for all retain case problems)
- Acceptable?
  - Yes
    - Answering to the themes using facts
      - Interpreting the answers (using facts)
  - No
    - Choosing case problems (new)
      - New keyword
        - No choice
          - New keyword
      - No
        - Showing others case problems
          - With recommendation
      - Yes
        - Showing results
          - Assessing the results
            - Recommending
              - No
                - New keyword
              - Yes
                - Showing explanation

From measurer
From logic
Heuristic formula
Measurer decision
End

Problem solve
New keyword
The diagnose tool COSMICXpert consists of MS Access2000 database (back-end), a Visual Basic application (front-end) and an udl-file (universal data link) to enable the communication between them.
Data model
Interfaces

Measurer Interface
   Solve a specific „measurement problem“

Expert Interface
   Managing knowledge (add, delete, modify, ...)

Administrator Interface
   User management (grant rights, add, delete)
Measurer Interface
The boundary of a piece of software is the conceptual frontier between this piece and the environment in which it operates, as it is perceived externally from the perspective of its users.
Administrator Interface
Future Research

- The Diagnostic Tool with 34 case problems was submitted to different experts in the past three months.
- Based on initial feedback, the case problems are systematically being revised by two graduate students (September 2002).
- At the end of this revision, new case problems will be added.
- At the end of October 2002, two different novice teams (16 novices for each will use COSMICXpert in a controlled experiment
  - To compare the results of those who will have access to the Diagnostic Tool with those who will not have access to the Diagnostic Tool.